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This paper presents the investigation and comparison of the lift and drag performances 
between the Neo-Ptero micro-UAV variant models based on the virtual wind tunnel 
method. Despite its successful development and flight stability, the lift and drag 
coefficients characteristics of the Neo-Ptero model variations are still unknown. Mark 
1 has the original NACA 0012 wing configuration while the Mark 2 Neo-Ptero model is 
a new proposed model with asymmetric BE50 airfoil wing configuration. 
Computational aerodynamic analysis was performed and focused on certain lift and 
drag coefficient characteristics. Lift coefficient results showed that Mark 2 has better 
overall lift characteristics such as zero-lift angle, maximum lift magnitude, stall angle 
lift magnitude and percentage of lift increment. In contrast, the Mark 2 model 
experienced higher drag coefficient magnitude and a significantly higher percentage of 
drag than the Mark 1. Nevertheless, the lift-to-drag ratio magnitude for Mark 2 was 
greater than Mark 1 but limited at the early α region. Mark 2 had produced the 
maximum lift-to-drag ratio magnitude of 14.91 which is marginally better than Mark 1. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A micro unmanned aerial vehicle (micro-UAV) is a small unmanned aircraft capable of being fully 
autonomous or controlled on the ground by an operator [1]. The wings of a micro-UAV are classified 
into two types, namely fixed-wing and rotary-wing [2]. Given its wider coverage area and payload 
compatibility, a fixed-wing micro-UAV is more common than the rotary-wing type [1]. The fixed-wing 
configuration consists of two types, known as micro-UAV with a conventional tail and tailless micro-
UAV. 

Neo-Ptero is one of the micro-sized UAV aircraft models designed by IFCON (Malaysia) Pvt. Ltd., 
as shown in Figure 1 [3]. This developed Neo-Ptero micro-UAV, known as Mark 1 Neo-Ptero, has 
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adopted a symmetrical NACA0012 airfoil type for the tailless wing configuration [2]. The tailless 
micro-UAV prototype has been conceived and developed based on the CNC foam cutter machine. 
Neo-Ptero fuselage and wing materials used are the expanded polypropylene (EPP) foam with low 
density and high elasticity, which contribute to the vehicle's lightweight and flexible wing structure. 
3D printing method based on the ABS plastic content has been also used in the manufacture of Mark 
1 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV model. The ready-to-fly Mark 1 Neo-Ptero prototype has been equipped with 
standard electronic flight control components for flight testing, including an electronic speed 
controller, a transmitter, a brushless motor, a propeller, a battery, and micro servos. Elevon control 
configurations have been also adopted for Mark 1 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV model at the trailing edge 
of the wings. The left and right elevon deflections of the micro-UAV model provide the primary 
control function for pitching, yawing, and rolling motions. Based on the initial actual flight test, the 
Mark 1 Neo-Ptero prototype has demonstrated a promising ability to fly in stable conditions with 
minimal input from the pilot [3]. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Mark 1 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV [3] 

 
Despite its rapid implementation and encouraging flight stability, the aerodynamic performance 

of the Neo-Ptero, particularly in terms of its lift and drag distributions remains unknown. The original 
Neo-Ptero micro-UAV model (designated as Mark 1) has the original wing profile of NACA 0012 while 
a new proposed Neo-Ptero micro-UAV model Mark 2 model has a new airfoil wing configuration of 
BE50 wing profile. BE50 is an asymmetrical airfoil that is suitable for low subsonic and free flight 
micro size aircraft [4,5]. Despite BE50 compatibility with micro-size aircraft, the profile has never 
been implemented on the Neo-Ptero wing configuration. Thus, the aerodynamic performance of 
BE50 on Neo-Ptero micro-UAV platform is also still unknown. Thus, the main objective of this study 
is to investigate and compare the lift and drag characteristics between the original Neo-Ptero Mark 
1 and a new proposed Neo-Ptero Mark 2 model. To achieve the study objective, a computational 
aerodynamic analysis based on virtual wind tunnel method was fully employed to evaluate the 
aerodynamic performances of the Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero prototypes. The virtual wind tunnel 
method was implemented using the commercial CFD software package. The analysis outcomes were 
characterized and compared in terms of the main lift (CL) and drag (CD) characteristics of the Mark 1 
and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero models. Improving these distributions over the Neo-Ptero model may further 
improve its power usage for the micro-UAV and prolong its flight endurance [1,6,7]. 
 
2. Methodology  
2.1 3D Design of Neo-Ptero and Dimension 
 

To ensure the consistency of the dimensions of Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero models used in the 
virtual wind tunnel analysis, the original 3D drawing of the micro-UAV for both designs was imported 
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into the virtual wind tunnel analysis modules. Figure 2 shows the 3D drawing of the Mark 1 and Mark 
2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV designs. The Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV models have identical 
fuselage components and 20° swept-backward wings. The mass and aspect ratio for both models 
were maintained at 1.3 kg and 3.46, respectively. 

 

  
Fig. 2. Mark 1 (Left) and Mark 2 (Right) Neo-Ptero micro-UAV 3D designs 

 
The fuselage dimension for both configurations was retained as it is based on the shape of 

NACA0012. The root and tip chords of Mark 1 and Mark 2 were kept at 341.84 mm. The original 
dimension of the wingtips on each wing edge was also retained. The main difference between the 
Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero models was the airfoil type built for the wings. The Mark 1 Neo-Ptero 
has the original design of the NACA0012 symmetrical airfoil. In comparison, the Mark 2 Neo-Ptero 
has a new wing set with the shape of BE50 cambered airfoil. For this virtual wind tunnel analysis, the 
control surfaces on both wings and models were set at their neutral positions. The propeller and 
motor mounting components were intentionally removed from the 3D drawing to avoid the flow 
complexity and aerodynamics influences of the components [8]. Such conditions ensured that the 
aerodynamic outcomes were solely provided by the fuselage-wing configurations of the Neo-Ptero 
model. Figure 3 presents the basic dimensions of Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV models. 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Neo-Ptero micro-UAV dimensions in millimeters 
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2.2 Airflow Domain and Mesh Generation 
 

The airflow domain, as shown in Figure 4, was built around both Neo-Ptero models according to 
the total chordwise aircraft length (C = 594.5 mm) as proposed by [9,10]. Only half of the airflow 
domain and the Neo-Ptero models were implemented in the virtual wind tunnel analysis to avoid 
computational burden [11]. The airflow domain and the Neo-Ptero model were integrated as one to 
ensure that the mesh-conforming characteristics were accomplished at the surface boundaries. 
Unstructured hybrid of 3D mesh and inflation layers were fully developed with the first cell above 
the airplane surface, which was maintained at y+ value below 1. The results of the grid-independent 
study showed that the optimized grid (Figure 5) for Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero prototypes 
achieved approximately 1,181,000 elements. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Airflow domain built around Neo-Ptero model 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. Optimized grid on airflow domain 
surrounding the Neo-Ptero model 

 
2.3 Boundary Conditions 
 

The angle of attack (α) variation was set from ˗10° to 22° with an interval of 2° for Mark 1 and 
Mark 2 Neo-Ptero models. The inlet velocity was set to be similar to the actual flight test speed of 
the Neo-Ptero, which was averaged at 14 m/s. A no-slip surface and an automatic wall function were 
fully enforced on the surface model to capture the viscous effect on the Neo-Ptero surfaces 
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satisfactorily. The simulations were conducted under steady-state conditions with incompressible 
flow Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) implemented in the solver. The shear stress turbulence (SST) 
model was adopted to solve the turbulence problems and to ensure that the stall phenomenon was 
satisfactorily captured at the variation of angles. The turbulence intensity was assumed to be at low 
condition with a magnitude of 5%. The magnitude of the convergence control (residual below 
1.0×10˗6) and aerodynamic coefficient monitors were used in the computation to ensure simulation 
convergence and prediction accuracy. 
 
3. Results  
3.1 Lift Coefficient (CL) Characteristics 
 

The results of CL for Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV models are presented in Figure 6. 
As commonly found in the lift distribution results, both Neo-Ptero models exhibited almost a linear 
CL curve towards the increment of α magnitude. Only a slightly non-linear curve was apparent at α 
magnitude between -10° and 0°. However, as the α magnitude increased (at α = 0° to α = 14°), the CL 
curves performed almost a linear increment. Both CL curves tended to plateau starting from 15° 
before the curves reached their peak around α magnitude between 16° and 18°. The CL curves 
consistently demonstrated a sudden decline of CL magnitude after the CL peak. By comparing the CL 
curves between Mark 1 and Mark 2, the results showed that the Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV 
prototype produced higher CL curves than the Mark 1 model. 

To elucidate these CL results, a detailed analysis was conducted to characterize the main CL 
performances between Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV models in terms of zero-lift angle 
of attack (αL=0), maximum CL (CLmax) and stall angle (αstall) magnitudes. A comparison was also made 
on the distribution of CL magnitude and percentage of CL increment between Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-
Ptero models. 
 

 
Fig. 6. CL performances of Neo-Ptero micro-UAV 

 
Focusing on the αL=0 characteristics, the result revealed that Mark 1 produced the magnitude of 

the zero-lift angle of the attack close to 0°, while Mark 2 produced αL=0 at five degrees earlier than 
Mark 1 at αL=0=˗5°. In terms of CLmax performance, Mark 2 benevolently generated CLmax magnitude 
(CLmax=1.24166), which was 35.6% higher than Mark 1 (CLmax=0.91566). Mark 2 also impressively 
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produced better αstall performances by delaying the stall angle at 18°, which was 2° higher than Mark 
1 (αstall=16°). By comparing the overall CL magnitude at low α stage (between ˗10° to 2°), the analysis 
showed that Mark 2 produced CL magnitude which was 28% higher than the Mark 1 on average. This 
favorable trend of Mark 2 continued at medium α stage (between 2° to 10°), where it generated CL 
magnitude of 68% higher than Mark 1 on average. At high α stage (between 10° to 16°), Mark 2 was 
able to exhibit an advantage in which the model produced CL magnitude which was 31% better than 
Mark 1 on average. 

Based on the CL increment analysis, the results exhibited that Mark 2 also had better CL increment 
than Mark 1 at most of α stage. At α angle between 2° and 10°, Mark 2 generated approximately CL 
increment of 36.1% on average for every 2° of α increment. However, the advantages of Mark 2 in CL 
increment were reduced to 8.5% on average at α angle between 10° and 16°. 

The CL results demonstrated that Mark 2 has significant advantages in providing better lift 
characteristics, especially in the αL=0, CLmax, and αstall magnitudes. Mark 2 also exhibited improvement 
in the overall CL magnitude and the percentage of the CL increment in most α stages. The 
improvement in the overall CL characteristics resulted from the airfoil changes implemented in the 
Mark 2 Neo-Ptero model, which is commonly found between cambered and symmetrical airfoil 
[12,13]. The cambered airfoil, as found in Mark 2 model, produced a differential change in the 
momentum of the flow around the airfoil, which caused differences in the pressure resulting from 
lift improvement [9,12]. This significant finding was justified through the investigations of pressure 
coefficient distribution conducted on the upper wing surfaces for both models as shown in Figure 7. 
The results were depicted at half wing and model’s respective angle based on the αL=0, α=10° and 
αstall magnitudes. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Pressure coefficient distribution on upper wing surfaces at αL=0 (top), α=10° 
(middle) and αstall angle (bottom) on Mark 1 (left) and Mark 2 (right) 

 
At the αL=0 angle condition, there were insignificant differences in pressure coefficient 

distributions found on both models. Such conditions reflected the identical zero-lift magnitude 
produced by both models at their respective αL=0 angles. However, both models produced more 
distinguished difference in pressure coefficient distributions at α=10°. At this α stage, a low-pressure 
coefficient area with magnitude between Cp= -0.6 to -5.4 started to intensify near the wing leading-
edge area. Observation showed that the low-pressure coefficient coverage area on Mark 2 surface is 
slightly larger than Mark 1. Furthermore, Mark 2 had a lower-pressure coefficient area with 
magnitude of Cp= -4.5 to -5.4 (indicated by a light blue color area) concentrated at the wing leading 
edge. Such conditions are presumed to contribute into better CL performance produced by Mark 2. 
Mark 2 produced better CL magnitude at this very α=10° with CL = 0.8850 which is about 33% higher 
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than Mark 1 at CL = 0.6656. At αstall angle, more significant difference in pressure coefficient 
distributions was found between Mark 1 and Mark 2 models. A notable very low-pressure coefficient 
magnitude area (indicated by Cp magnitude below -0.6) had covered almost half of the wings. 
Moreover, a very low-pressure coefficient distributions area with Cp magnitude below -7.0 (indicated 
by dark blue color area) is spotted at the wing’s leading on both models. Observation clearly showed 
that Mark 2 had more obvious and intensified dark blue area than Mark 1 particularly near wing 
leading edge area. These results had provided evidence behind the superior CLmax magnitude 
produced by the Mark 2 model. The differences in the pressure coefficient distributions area found 
on Mark 2 had resulted into its lift improvement. At this very stall angle, Mark 2 produced about 35% 
higher CLmax magnitude than Mark 1 model. 
 
3.2 Drag Coefficient (CD) Characteristics 
 

The CD results for Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV models are presented in Figure 8. In 
general, the CD curves for both wings have similar performances throughout the α region. Each curve 
started almost similar with CD value at α = ˗10° before reaching its minimum value at α≈˗2° to 0°. 
Then, the CD curves for both wings drastically increased with the increment of α exceeding the stall 
angle. 

A detailed analysis was conducted to characterize the main CD attributes of Mark 1 and Mark 2 
Neo-Ptero models. The analysis focused on the difference of certain magnitudes, such as the 
minimum CD (CDmin), overall CD magnitude and percentage of CD increment between the Neo-Ptero 
models. 

Based on minimum CD magnitude, the results showed that both models produced almost similar 
CDmin at 0.014. However, Mark 2 induced the CDmin magnitude at 2° earlier than Mark 1 (α =0°). In 
terms of the overall CD magnitude, the findings demonstrated that Mark 2 induced a slightly higher 
CD magnitude at 8% than Mark 1 in the low α region (˗10° to 0°). However, this percentage drastically 
increased to 62% in the α region between 2° to 10°. 

In the α region from 10° to 16°, Mark 2 still produced higher CD magnitude than Mark 1 with lower 
percentage of 39%. Such malevolent performances found in Mark 2 were persistent in the CD 
increment attribute, especially in the medium α region (2° to 10°). In this α region, Mark 2 induced 
CD increment, which was 5% higher than Mark 1. However, in other α regions (α = ˗10° to 0° & α = 
10° to 16°), Mark 2 benevolently produced CD increment of 5% lower than Mark 1. 

Analysis of the CD attributes showed that Mark 2 also had disadvantages. Mark 2 induced higher 
CD magnitude and greater CD increment percentage than Mark 1. Such condition was presumed due 
to more significant lift performances generated by Mark 2 as shown in the previous section. More 
significant lift coefficient entails greater lift-dependent drag component known as the induced drag 
coefficient [16,17]. According to previous research by Hoang and Bui [15], the wingtip vortex core 
region also plays a vital role in generating high drag distribution on low-aspect-ratio wings. The tip 
vortex core region prohibits low drag conditions by recirculating, thus creating bubble vortices and 
inducing high 3D flow at the wingtip, which in turn creates strong and intense drag attributes 
[15][16]. From this theory, an initial tip vortex study was conducted to clarify the tip vortex core 
contribution to the drag performances of the Neo-Ptero models. 
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Fig. 8. CD performances of the Neo-Ptero micro-UAV 

 
Figure 9 presents the 3D tip vortex structures on the Neo-Ptero prototypes viewed from the top 

of the wing at various α angles. The visualization of 3D vortex structures was based on the Q criterion 
magnitude set at 0.025 [9,17]. A clear tip vortex structure (visualized as purple-colored flow) found 
on each wing tip started at the wingtip leading edge and flow downstream towards the wing tip 
trailing edge. The vortex structure drifted downstream at the rear wing as a vortex core region. An 
approximation measurement method was used as proposed by Ismail et al., [19] to elucidate the 
strength of the vortex core region on each wing. The tip vortex core dimension was approximately 
measured based on relative measurement to the wing chord length (C). This method used an 
approximate length of the vortex core region to indicate the vortex core intensity. A more extended 
vortex core region indicates greater vortex core intensity, which consequently contributes to higher 
induced drag generation [20]. From Figure 9, at α between -10° to -5°, there is only a slight difference 
in tip vortex sizes generated by both models. Mark 1 had a slightly longer and larger tip vortex core 
(0.22C to 0.18C) than Mark 2 (0.2C to 0.08C) at this α stages. However, these tip vortex conditions 
had contributed to a minimal difference in CD magnitude where both models had almost similar CD 
magnitude as indicated at this early α stage (shown in Figure 8). At CDmin angle (Mark 1 α = 0° and 
Mark 2 α = -2°), both models consistently showed unclear and insignificant tip vortex core 
generations. Therefore, one can expect the tip vortex core region that creates strong and intense 
drag attributes were kept at minimal influence at this stage. Thus, a similar CDmin magnitude was 
produced by both models as shown in Figure 8. 

At α =10°, the tip vortex core found on both models becomes more obvious and distinguished. 
The tip vortex core size for Mark 2 and Mark 1 is about 0.6C and 0.35C, respectively. At this point, 
the tip vortex core region which creates strong and large drag attributes were at significant influence. 
Such attributes reflected into the greater CD magnitude found at this α stage as shown in Figure 8. 
Furthermore, Mark 2 has greater tip vortex structure than Mark 1 which signifies a larger induced 
drag influenced which consequently produced more significant CD attributes on the model. 
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Fig. 9. 3D tip vortex structures at α=-10°, -5°, CDmin angle and 10° on Mark 
1 (left) and Mark 2 (right) 
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3.3 Aerodynamic Efficiency (CL/CD) Performances 
 

In aerodynamics, the magnitude of the lift-to-drag ratio (CL/CD or L/D) is commonly used to 
indicate the level of aerodynamic efficiency for an aircraft during its movement through the air [21]. 
Greater CL/CD ratio magnitude is considerably one of the major goals in aircraft design. Figure 10 
presents the CL/CD performance for Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAV s. The result showed 
that the overall CL/CD curve trends for Mark 1 and Mark 2 exhibited almost similar performances 
throughout the α region. Both curves started with an increase in CL/CD magnitude in the early α region 
(˗10° to 2°) and reached their peak (known as the maximum CL/CD magnitude, CL/CD max) at α = 2° to 
5°. Then, both curves depicted a consistent drastic decrease in CL/CD magnitude at higher α angle 
stage (5° to 22°). Despite the similarity found in the overall trend of CL/CD curves, the CL/CD curve for 
Mark 2 was located at a slightly higher position than Mark 1, especially at the α region between ˗10° 
and 2°. In this α region, Mark 2 was able to induce CL/CD magnitude, which was 60% higher than Mark 
1 on average. Mark 2 reached its maximum CL/CD magnitude (CL/CDmax) at α = 2° of 14.91, which was 
approximately 4.7% higher than Mark 1. However, Mark 1 was able to reach its CL/CDmax magnitude 
(CL/CDmax=14.24) at a slightly higher angle of 5°. As the α increased beyond 5°, Mark 1 and Mark 2 
experienced a significant decline in CL/CD magnitude. At this α stage, Mark 2 obtained a decrease of 
13.2% in CL/CD on average for every increment of α by 2°. Mark 1 also obtained CL/CD decline of 12.4%, 
which was close to that of Mark 2 within the same α region (α>5°). 

According to these CL/CD performances, Mark 2 has huge advantages (60% higher than Mark 1) 
in the overall magnitude of aerodynamic efficiency, especially at the early α stage (˗10° to 2°). This 
could be due to the significant advantage in the CL magnitude produced by Mark 2 (at this α stage), 
where it was able to induce CL magnitude of 28% on average better than Mark 1 (Figure 6). Such 
condition also contributed to a minor difference (8%) in the CD magnitude found between Mark 1 
and Mark 2 at this α stage (Figure 8). However, the beneficial trend achieved climax at CL/CDmax 
magnitude, where Mark 2 marginally induced (4.7%) better CL/CDmax magnitude than Mark 1. Both 
models showed substantial decline in CL/CD magnitude due to massive CD magnitude generation at 
higher α stage (2° to 22°). Furthermore, Mark 2 exhibited greater CL/CD decline than Mark 1 as it 
generated more significant CD than Mark 1. Higher CD magnitude found in Mark 2 subsequently 
overwhelmed its benevolent CL performance, thus affecting its aerodynamic efficiency at high α stage 
(5° to 22°). 
 

 
Fig. 10. CL/CD performance for Neo-Ptero micro-UAV 
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4. Conclusions 
 

The main objective of this study is to investigate and compare the lift and drag characteristics 
between the original Neo-Ptero (Mark 1) and a new proposed Neo-Ptero (Mark 2) model. A virtual 
wind tunnel study on Mark 1 and Mark 2 Neo-Ptero micro-UAVs was conducted to clarify their 
important aerodynamics characteristics in CL, CD, and CL/CD performances. 

Based on the CL results, it showed that Mark 2 produced better lifting attributes, especially in αL=0, 
αstall, CLmax characteristics, overall CL magnitudes and percentage of CL increment. Mark 2 produced 
αL=0 at five degrees earlier than Mark 1 at αL=0=˗5°. In terms of αstall characteristics, Mark 2 had 
produced better αstall performances by delaying the stall angle at 18°, which is 2° higher than Mark 1 
(αstall=16°). At this αstall angle, Mark 2 also generated better CLmax magnitude at CLmax=1.24166 which 
is about 35.6% higher than Mark 1. The comparison study in CL magnitude reveals that Mark 2 has 
produced at least 28% better CL magnitude than Mark 1 on average starts from low α stage (between 
˗10° to 2°) up to high α stage (between 10° to 16°). Mark 2 advantages continued in the CL increment 
study where the improved model had at least 8.5% better CL increment than Mark 1 on average at 
certain α angle. The evidence behind the improvement of CL characteristics on Mark 2 model is well 
supported through the pressure coefficient distributions study. The results showed that the low-
pressure coefficient coverage area on Mark 2 surfaces is larger than Mark 1 especially at angle of 
attack beyond αL=0. Mark 2 also had produced more significant and very low-pressure coefficient 
magnitude that contributed to its better CL performance. 

Detailed analysis on the main CD attributes on the Neo-Ptero models revealed that Mark 2 had 
disadvantages in drag distributions by inducing larger CD magnitude and greater CD increment 
percentage than Mark 1 model at most α angle. However, both models produced similar CDmin 
magnitude at 0.014. The tip vortex study to support the CD attributes revealed that both models are 
only able to induce low CD magnitude at α below their CDmin angle (Mark 1 α =0° and Mark 2 α =-2°). 
The tip vortex core region that creates strong and intense drag attributes was kept at minimal 
influence at α below their CDmin angle. However, as α increased beyond their CDmin angle, the tip 
vortex core found on both models become larger and more obvious. Mark 2 induced larger tip vortex 
core that prohibits low drag condition and stronger intense in drag attributes compared to Mark 1. 

Based on CL and CD performances, both models produced a similarity in the overall trend of CL/CD 
characteristics. Nevertheless, the CL/CD magnitude for Mark 2 is slightly greater than Mark 1, 
especially in the early α region. Mark 2 had produced its CL/CDmax magnitude of 14.91 at α = 2° which 
is marginally 4.7% better CL/CDmax magnitude than Mark 1. However, both models showed a 
substantial decline in the CL/C magnitude at α stage beyond 2°. Furthermore, Mark 2 exhibited 
greater CL/CD decline than Mark 1 as it generated more significant CD than Mark 1. A substantial CD 
magnitude found in Mark 2 subsequently overwhelmed its benevolent CL performance, thus affecting 
its aerodynamic efficiency at α beyond 5°. 
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